Year 2 medium term planning
Spring 2 – Topic – Oceans
1
Non-chronological report
English pirates
on pirates.
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3

4
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Non-chronological report on
pirates.
Using grammar in context:

Non-chronological report on
pirates
Using punctuation

Diary entry of a life of a
pirate.
Diagnostic write and feature
analysis. Grammar

The j sound.

The o sound spelt a after w
and qu.

Adding the suffix – ed.

Non-chronological report on
pirates
Planning
Writing
Edit and improve
Adding the suffix- ed.

Adding the suffix- ed.

Diary entry of a life of a
pirate.
Plan
Write
Edit and improve
Assessment

Guided reading

Guided reading

Guided reading

Guided reading

Guided reading

Guided reading

Place Value

Time and Data handing

Multiplication and division

Money

Time

Time

Which animals live in the
sea?

Which animals live in the
different levels of the sea?

Sea food chain

Sea Food chains

Visit rockpools

Look at animals that live in
the sea within the UK and
around the world.

Look at animals that live in
the sea within the different
levels and label them on a
diagram.

Look at how plants and
animals within a habitat are
dependent on each other for
food.

Understand the terminology
associated with food chainsproducer, consumer,
predator, and apex predator.
Create simple food chains.

What lives in rockpools?
Find out about the animals
that live within rockpools in
UK

Diagnostic write and
feature analysis.

Spelling focus
SPAG FOCUS
Reading focus
Maths
Science- Rockpools
and ocean food
chains

History- James’s
cook
Geography- Oceans
and continents

Art- Collage and
Textiles- the oceans
Design technologymoving boats
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Robin Hoods Bay?

Who was James’s cook?

Why is James Cook significant
to my area?

Look at the life on a ship like
James Cook?

Compare James cook to Ibn
Battuta.

Compare James cook to Ibn
Battuta.

Revise oceans around the
world.

Map out James’s cook
journey.
Look at the journey James
Cook embarked on and map
it out on a simple world map.

Look at which animals live in
the different seas.
Look at the Arctic and
Southern oceans and label
the animals on a world map.

Look at which animals live in
the different seas and label
them on a world map.
Look at the Pacific and
Atlantic and Indian oceans
and label the animals on a
world map.

Map out Ibn Battuta journey.
Look at the journey Ibn
Battuta embarked on and
map it out on a simple world
map.

Final sketch
Final draft of fish sketch.

Printing
Tile print sketched fish in
paint.

Fabric Weaving

Fabric Weaving

Fabric Weaving

Think about materials we
could use to design our own
boats?

Plan building own boat.

Build own boat

Build own boat

Test boats

Through songs, learn the
continents and oceans of
the world.
Use a simple atlas to label
the continents and oceans
on a world map.
Sketching
Look at fish within oceans
and sketch some in books.

Look at boats and what
allows them to float?
How are boats made?
What allows them to float
and move?

Test different materials and
see if they float, sink and if
they are waterproof.

Plan how to build boat and
what materials are needed to
build and to allow it to be
waterproof.

Use water tray to test the
boats and see if they float.

ICT- Online Safety-Online
Relationships-Using E-mail

Introduction to
Spreadsheets.

Adding Images to a
Spreadsheet and Using the
Image Toolbox

Using the ‘Speak’ and
‘Count’ Tools in 2Calculate
to Count Items

To open the image toolbox
and add pictures. To move
cells and use the lock tool.

Zootimes- Step 1
Listen and AppraiseZootimes
Warm up Games-vocal
warm up
Learn to sing the song.
Perform the song.

To navigate around a
spreadsheet and to enter
data into cells.

Music

PSHE

RE

Healthy Me
Being healthy

Copying, Cutting, Pasting
and Totals

Using a Spreadsheet to
Add Amounts

To add the count and speak
tool to count items.

To use copy and paste. To
use tools to total rows and
columns and solve
mathematical puzzles.

To work out how much they
need to pay using coins by
using spreadsheets to help
calculate.

Zootime- Step 2

Zootime- Step 3

Zootime- Step 4

Zootime- Step 5

Zootime- Step 6

Listen and Appraise- Kingston
Town
Warm up Games
Play your instruments.
Learn to sing the songZootime
Perform the song.

Listen and Appraise-Shine
Warm up Games
Learn to sing the songZootime
Improvise the song.

Listen and Appraise-I.G.Y.
Warm up Games
Learn to sing the songZootime
Improvise the song.
Compose the song- Zootime

Listen and Appraise-Feel Like
Jumping
Warm up Games
Learn to sing the songZootime
Improvise the song.
Compose the song- Zootime

Listen and Appraise-I can see
clearly now
Warm up Games
Learn to sing the songZootime
Play your instruments.
Improvise the song.
Compose the song- Zootime

Healthy Me
Healthy eating

Healthy Me
Happy, healthy me

Healthy Me
Being relaxed

Healthy Me
Medicine safety

Healthy Me
Healthy eating

Creating a Table and Block
Graph

To cerate a table of data on a
spreadsheet and use the date
to create a block graph
manually.

The easter story.

How is easter celebrated?

Look at the easter story and
why easter is so important to
Christians.

Look at different ways
Christians celebrate easter.

